Abstract. We establish 2-jet determinacy for the symmetry algebra of the underlying structure of any (complex or real) parabolic geometry. At non-flat points, we prove that the symmetry algebra is in fact 1-jet determined. Moreover, we prove 1-jet determinacy at any point for a variety of non-flat parabolic geometries -in particular torsion-free, parabolic contact, and several other classes.
Introduction
A classical problem in geometry is to determine when the local properties of an automorphism (or infinitesimally, a symmetry) constrain the geometry globally. Definition 1.1. A vector field X on a manifold M is k-jet determined at x P M if j k x pXq ‰ 0, i.e. in any local coordinate system centred at x, the k-th order Taylor polynomials at x of the coefficients of X (in the coordinate basis) are not all identically zero. If S Ă XpMq is a linear subspace, then S is k-jet determined if tX P S | j k x pXq " 0u is trivial for any x P M. For many geometric structures, their automorphisms are uniquely determined by a finite jet at a given point. For example, an affine transformation, i.e. a transformation φ : M Ñ M that preserves geodesics of a given linear connection ∇ on a (connected) manifold M together with the affine parametrization, is completely determined by the value φpxq and the differential d x φ at any given point x P M. Consequently, the same is true for isometries of Riemannian, pseudo-Riemannian and sub-Riemannian structures (in the latter case the claim is based on the Pontryagin maximum principle). In other words, automorphisms of these geometries are determined by the 1-jet j 1 x φ. In complex analysis, an analogous statement is H. Cartan's uniqueness theorem [10] claiming that biholomorphic automorphisms of a bounded domain in C n are uniquely determined by their 1-jets at any point x inside the domain. On the boundary, the situation is more complicated. Indeed, local automorphisms of Levi-flat real hypersurfaces are not determined by any finite jet. On the contrary, by the classical results ofÉ. Cartan, Tanaka, Chern and Moser [9, 33, 11] a germ of a local biholomorphism in C n sending a germ of a real analytic Levi-nondegenerate hypersurface to itself is uniquely determined by its 2-jet at a point. (The corresponding problem for Levi-degenerate hypersurfaces is much more complicated [12] .) For a non-degenerate quadric hypersurface, there exist automorphisms that are strictly 2-jet and not 1-jet determined. However, in the general Levinondegenerate case the 2-jet is redundant. Namely, if a strictly pseudoconvex partially integrable real-analytic hypersurface is not spherical, then its automorphisms are everywhere 1-jet determined by the Webster-Schoen theorem [34, 32] (see also [26] ). In the case the Levi form of the hypersurface has arbitrary signature, this statement is the context of Beloshapka-Loboda theorem [1, 27] .
In projective differential geometry, a projective structure pM, r∇sq is an equivalence class of torsion-free affine connections that share the same set of unparametrized geodesics. Any projective symmetry is determined by its 2-jet. If pM, r∇sq is not isomorphic near x P M to RP n with its standard projective structure, then any projective symmetry is 1-jet determined at x. This was proved by Nagano-Ochiai [30] in the case where M is compact and r∇s is Riemannian metrizable. The proof in the general case is due toČap-Melnick [6] .
In conformal differential geometry, analogous results have been proven by Frances [15] , FrancesMelnick [16] , andČap-Melnick [6] . Namely, if a conformal Killing vector field vanishes to higherorder at a point, then the conformal structure is flat on an open set containing the point in its closure. In this way, they established a local version of the Obata-Ferrand theorem.
We note that Levi-nondegenerate hypersurface-type CR-geometry, projective differential geometry and conformal geometry are particular instances (of underlying structures) of the so-called parabolic geometries [8] . For all such geometries, there is a homogeneous model pG Ñ G{P, ω G q called the flat model, where G is a semisimple Lie group, P Ĺ G is a parabolic subgroup, and ω G is the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan form on G. General (regular, normal) parabolic geometries pG π Ñ M, ωq of type pG, P q (or "G{P geometries") are curvature deformations of the homogeneous model, and there is an equivalence of categories with underlying geometric structures (see [8] for more details). In particular, there is a 1-1 correspondence between symmetries X P XpMq of the underlying geometric structure and symmetries ξ P infpG, ωq Ă XpGq P of the Cartan geometry pG Ñ M, ωq. We will assume throughout that M is a connected manifold.
A parabolic subgroup P Ĺ G induces a (P -invariant) filtration g " g´ν Ą ... Ą g ν (with ν ě 1), where p " g 0 and p`" g 1 is its nilradical. Fix u P G and x " πpuq P M. If the symmetry X has a fixed point at x, then ω u pξq P p is called its isotropy.
1 If ω u pξq P p`, then the fixed point x is of higher-order. In [5] ,Čap and Melnick initiated the program of studying higher-order fixed points of automorphisms of parabolic geometries, and they created a new technique through which they and subsequently Melnick-Neusser [29] obtained several new results in the field. Many of these results concern |1|-graded geometries (also known as generalized conformal or AHS-structures) and parabolic contact geometries, but the results for more general parabolic geometries have not been easily accessible. Indeed, in [25] we observed that some parabolic geometries can admit symmetries with higher order fixed points without being flat anywhere. More precisely, we introduced a (nonflat) submaximally symmetric path geometry [25, eqn (5. 6a)] with a symmetry [25, see S in eqn (5.6b)] having isotropy in p`. This example eliminates the hope for a bold general claim that the existence of a higher order fixed point could imply flatness of the geometry.
In this paper we attack the problem of jet-determination for symmetries of parabolic geometries. We show that this is related to non-existence of symmetries with isotropy in the top-slot g ν . First of all, we apply the prolongation-rigidity results of [25] and exploit the fundamental derivative [8] to obtain the following result 2 (that, in an equivalent formulation for |1|-graded parabolic geometries, was already obtained in [29] via a different approach). Theorem 1.2. The symmetry algebra S of the underlying structure of any (real or complex) regular, normal parabolic geometry of type pG, P q is everywhere 2-jet determined. Moreover, if G is simple, then S is 1-jet determined at any non-flat point.
Here, x P M is a non-flat point if κ H pxq ‰ 0, where κ H is the harmonic curvature, which is the fundamental obstruction to flatness of the geometry. (We have κ H " 0 if and only if the full curvature satisfies κ " 0.) The question whether this can be extended to a point x where κ H vanishes, but some finite jet of it does not, constitutes a more delicate problem that we study next.
We advance in this problem by combining the techniques of [5] with the observation (explained in the next sections) that the only symmetries with isotropy in the top-slot g ν are those that are 2-jet and not 1-jet determined. For such symmetries the criterion of [5] (see Section 6.1 below) becomes much more tractable. (This criterion is sufficient but not necessary to conclude local flatness of the geometry in the presence of higher order fixed points. One of the purposes of [29] was to develop stronger techniques to conclude flatness.) This allows us to reduce the question of 1-jet determination to a purely algebraic problem in Lie algebras and representation theory. We then develop an analogue of Kostant's orthogonal cascade of roots [21] to reduce the problem to a purely combinatorial one. This leads to the following results formulated in the analytic setting for simplicity. Theorem 1.3. Let G be simple (with g C simple if g is real). Consider an analytic (real or complex) regular, normal parabolic geometry pG Ñ M, ωq of type pG, P q with M connected. Suppose it is not flat, i.e. κ H is nonzero in at least one point. Then the symmetry algebra S Ă XpMq of the underlying geometric structure on M is everywhere 1-jet determined in either of the following cases:
The geometry is torsion-free.
(ii) The top-slot g ν contains only one nonzero P -orbit.
We note that since p`acts trivially on g ν , then the P -orbits on g ν are determined by the orbits for the reductive part G 0 Ă P . Theorem 1.4. Let G be simple (with g C simple if g is real). Suppose that pG, P q is not pA ℓ , P s,s`1 q, 2 ď s ă ℓ 2 or pB ℓ , P ℓ q with ℓ ě 5 odd. If an analytic regular, normal parabolic geometry pG π Ñ M, ωq of type pG, P q (with M connected) admits ξ P infpG, ωq with isotropy ω u pξq lying in the open P -orbit in the top-slot g ν . (In particular, X " π˚pξq has vanishing 1-jet at x " πpuq P M.) Then the geometry is flat.
The analyticity assumption can be relaxed to smooth with changing flatness to local flatness, see the formulation in Section 6.4 and 6.5. The simplicity assumption on G is crucial: a direct product of a flat pG, P q geometry and a general pG 1 , P 1 q geometry yields an example of non-flat pGˆG 1 , PˆP 1 q geometry having a symmetry that is 2-jet and not 1-jet determined. However, when g is real, the assumption that g C is simple is unnecessary and taken here only for simplification of the arguments. (For instance our proof works for c-projective structures already treated in [29] .)
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the setup of parabolic geometries, and prove 2-jet determination of symmetries for all flat models. In Section 3, we use the fundamental derivative and adjoint tractors to prove a fundamental property (Theorem 3.3) of Tanaka prolongation that strengthens our earlier key result [25, Thm. 2.4.6] . This is then applied in Section 4 to prove our first main result on 1-jet determination.
In Section 5, we show that g ν is a sub-cominuscule representation and introduce the top-slot orthogonal cascade, which yields natural representatives for the G 0 -orbits in Ppg ν q. These tools allow us to effectively control the ingredients of a rigidity criterion from [5] and to prove 1-jet determinacy of symmetries for a wide range of non-flat parabolic geometries. This constitutes a smooth version of our second main result in Section 6 (the analytic version follows).
In Section 7, we briefly discuss relations of our results to other investigations of symmetries for geometric structures, and outline further applications. In Appendix A, we summarize the crucial ingredients from representation theory associated to parabolic geometries that facilitates the reading of our paper. In Appendix B, we classify all Yamaguchi-nonrigid torsion-free parabolic geometries, a result that is used in Theorem 6.5, but is of independent interest.
Conventions:
We write A ℓ , B ℓ , C ℓ , D ℓ , G 2 , F 4 , E 6 , E 7 , E 8 for the complex simple Lie algebras, or any complex Lie groups having these as their Lie algebras. We use the Bourbaki ordering of simple roots. If h Ă g is the Cartan subalgebra, the symmetric pairing x¨,¨y on h˚will be normalized so that all short simple roots α i satisfy xα i , α i y " 2.
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2. Parabolic geometries: the flat model 2.1. Generalities on parabolic geometries. Let G be a real or complex semisimple Lie group, P Ĺ G a parabolic subgroup, and p Ĺ g the corresponding Lie algebras. There is a canonical Pinvariant filtration g " g´ν Ą ... Ą g ν (ν ě 1) with p " g 0 and p`" g 1 its nilradical. The filtration is preserved by the Lie bracket, i.e. rg i , g j s Ă g i`j , and iterated brackets of g´1 generate all of g. For convenience, we will fix a Lie algebra Z-grading (henceforth, a "|ν|-grading") g " g´ν ' ... ' g ν satisfying g
i " À jěi g j , so that p " g ě0 , and g´1 generates all of g´. (In particular, note that g ν " g ν .) Such a grading always exists and arises from a grading element Z P zpg 0 q. (The specific choice of grading will not affect any of the arguments to follow.) Non-degeneracy of the Killing form B on g induces isomorphisms pg{pq˚-p`as P -modules and pg i q˚-g´i (for i ‰ 0) as G 0 -modules, where G 0 Ă P is the reductive part. (For more details, see [8] .)
A parabolic geometry pG π Ñ M, ωq of type pG, P q consists of a P -principal bundle G Ñ M endowed with a Cartan connection ω : T G Ñ g, i.e.
(1) ω u : T u G Ñ g is a linear isomorphism for each u P G; (2) ω is P -equivariant, so Rpω " Ad p´1˝ω for p P P , where R p denotes the right action on G; (3) ω reproduces the fundamental vertical vector fields ζ A for A P p, so ωpζ A q " A.
This has symmetries infpG, ωq " tξ P XpGq P | L ξ ω " 0u. The curvature 2-form K " dω`1 2 rω, ωs is horizontal, with curvature function κ :
e. κ has positive homogeneity. ‚ normal if B˚κ " 0, where B˚is the (P -equivariant) Kostant codifferential, which is (negative) the Lie algebra homology differential acting on chains on p`with values in g.
There is an equivalence of categories between regular, normal parabolic geometries and underlying geometric structures [8] .
The fundamental invariant for regular, normal parabolic geometries is harmonic curvature κ H , which is the P -equivariant function obtained by quotienting κ by impB˚q. Equivalently, κ H is a section of the natural vector bundle V " GˆP V, where V " kerpB˚q impB˚q is a completely reducible P -representation, i.e. p`acts trivially.
Since g is a module for g´, we have the Lie algebra cohomology differential B on the space of cochains on g´with values in g, and the Kostant Laplacian l :" BB˚`B˚B. Both are g 0 -equivariant. There is an algebraic Hodge decomposition [20] and g 0 -module identification of V given by
Since the geometry is regular, then κ H is valued in the subspace H 2 pg´, gq Ď H 2 pg´, gq on which the grading element Z acts with positive eigenvalues.
2.2. The flat model. Let us first consider the flat case κ " 0. This is the homogeneous model pG Ñ G{P, ω G q, where ω G denotes the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan form on G.
Lemma 2.1. If 0 ă i ă ν and 0 ‰ X P g i , then 0 ‰ rX, g´i´1s Ă g´1. If no simple ideal of g is contained in g 0 , i.e. the action of G on G{P is almost effective, this also holds for i " 0.
Proof. We may assume that g is simple. The Killing form B is ad-invariant, so Bpad X pvq, wq " Bpv, ad X pwqq for v P g´i´1 and w P g 1 . If 0 ‰ ad X pwq P g i`1 , then choose v R ad X pwq K (by nondegeneracy of B). So it suffices to show that 0 ‰ rX, g 1 s Ă g i`1 . For i " 0, see [8, Prop.3 
Fixing 0 ă i ă ν, assume that Z i :" tY P g i | rY, g 1 s " 0u is nontrivial. Since g 1 is bracketgenerating in g`, then rZ i , g`s " 0. Thus, Z i Ă zpg`q is abelian. Since g 0 consists of gradingpreserving derivations of g`, it preserves Z i . Hence, ad 8 g pZ i q :"
q is a proper ideal in g, which contradicts g being simple.
Given X P g, let X " ιpXq P XpG{P q be the projection of the corresponding right-invariant vector field on G. On G{P , the symmetry algebra of the differential geometric structure underlying the flat model is S " tX " ιpXq | X P gu. Proposition 2.2. Let G be a real or complex semisimple Lie group and P Ĺ G a parabolic subgroup with no simple ideal of g contained in p. Let S Ă XpG{P q be the projection of the right-invariant vector fields on G. Then S is everywhere 2-jet (and not 1-jet) determined. At the origin o P G{P ,
Example 2.3. For the n-dimensional flat conformal structure rgs, where g " pdx 1 q 2`. ..`pdx n q 2 , any conformal Killing vector field X " X i B x i has components The final command gives output [14, 9, 2] , which confirms that dimptX P g | j 1 o pXq " 0uq " 2. Remark 2.5. By [23] (see formulae (9) , (10) and those in between) if X P g i (i ě 0) in the graded Tanaka algebra g´ν ' . . . ' g i ' . . . gives X that is k-jet determined, where k ě 0 is the minimal order with j k o pXq ‰ 0, then i ν`1 ď k ď i`1. This gives another perspective on why X is not 1-jet determined when X P g ν . 3 . Adjoint tractors and Tanaka prolongation 3.1. Formulation of the main result. Let r S " infpG, ωq " tξ P XpGq P | L ξ ω " 0u be the infinitesimal symmetry algebra. The filtration on g corresponding to p induces a (P -invariant) filtration on T G via
It was shown in [7] that:
(1) ω u : T u G Ñ g is a linear injection when restricted to tξ u | ξ P r Su. (2) the Lie bracket on r S is mapped to the bracket on fpuq :" ω u p r Sq given by:
(3) by regularity, fpuq is a filtered Lie algebra 4 upon restriction of the canonical filtration on g, while its associated graded algebra spuq " grpfpuqq is a graded subalgebra of g. (4) s 0 puq Ď ann g 0 pκ H puqq.
Let us recall the Tanaka prolongation algebra [25] : Definition 3.1. Let g be a Z-graded semisimple Lie algebra, and a 0 Ă g 0 a subalgebra. Define the graded subalgebra a Ă g by: (i) a ď0 :" g ď0 ; (ii) a k " tX P g k | rX, g´1s Ă a k´1 u for k ą 0. We will denote a " À k a k by pr g pg´, a 0 q. (In particular, pr g pg´, g 0 q " g.) When φ is an element of some g 0 -representation, we will also use the notation a φ :" pr g pg´, annpφqq.
We say that x " πpuq is a regular point if dimps i puqq is locally constant for each i. (By Pequivariancy of the function ωpξq : G Ñ g, dimps i puqq is constant along fibres of G π Ñ M.) At such points, we proved in [25, Prop. 2.4 .3] a fundamental relationship between s i puq (for i ą 0) and s 0 puq. Namely, rs i`1 puq, g´1s Ď s i puq, which yields the inclusions
The set of regular points is open and dense in M, so for non-flat geometries there exists u P G such that x " πpuq is a regular point and κ H puq ‰ 0. Since κ H puq P H 2 pg´, gq, then (3.2) implies that
, gqu is a universal upper bound for dimp r Sq " dimpspuqq among all non-flat (regular, normal) geometries of type pG, P q.
Our goal now is to remove the regular point assumption, thereby strengthening [25, Thm. 2.4.6]:
Theorem 3.3. Let pG Ñ M, ωq be a regular, normal parabolic geometry of type pG, P q with r S " infpG, ωq and harmonic curvature κ H . Given any u P G, spuq " grpω u p r Sqq Ď g satisfies:
Hence, dimp r Sq ď U for non-flat (regular, normal) geometries follows. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is given in Section 3.3, but we first discuss some key properties of the fundamental derivative.
3.2. The fundamental derivative. The adjoint tractor bundle is the associated bundle AM " GˆP g, where P acts on g via restriction of the adjoint action. Since T M " GˆP pg{pq, there is a natural surjective bundle map Π : AM Ñ T M. Curvature manifests as an AM-valued 2-form κ P Ω 2 pM; AMq. There are two bracket operations associated with AM:
(1) an algebraic bracket t¨,¨u : AMˆAM Ñ AM, which is a bundle map making each fibre A x M into a Lie algebra isomorphic to g. ; in particular, any symmetry ξ P infpG, ωq corresponds to some s P ΓpAMq.) Given a representation ρ : P Ñ GLpEq, consider the natural vector bundle EM " GˆP E. The fundamental derivative D : ΓpAMqˆΓpEMq Ñ ΓpEMq, pr, σq Þ Ñ D r σ is defined as follows: Given that r P ΓpAMq corresponds to a P -invariant vector field ξ P XpGq and σ P ΓpEMq corresponds to a P -equivariant function φ : G Ñ E, then D r σ corresponds to ξ¨φ. In particular, the canonical P -invariant filtration on g induces a filtration of tA i Mu of AM, and for any r P ΓpAMq, we have
Notation: Let a, b P ΓpEMq, which we often identify with P -equivariant functions a, b : G Ñ E. Fix u P G. Writing a 9 " b will mean apuq " bpuq. (This property depends only on x " πpuq.)
The following facts will be useful for the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Lemma 3.4 (Properties of the fundamental derivative). Fix u P G and r, t P ΓpAMq. We use the following notation: Given the ordered n-tuple J " pt n , ..., t 1 q, with t j P ΓpAMq, define
rJs :" rt n , rt n´1 ,¨¨¨rt 2 , t 1 s¨¨¨ss, tJu :" tt n , tt n´1 ,¨¨¨tt 2 , t 1 u¨¨¨uu.
Write s P J if and only if s " t j for some j, and let K Ă J if and only if K " pt r m , ..., t r 1 q, where 1 ď r 1 ă ... ă r m ď n, i.e. K is an ordered subset of J. Similarly, we abuse notation so that JzK makes sense as an ordered set in the obvious way.
Lemma 3.5. Let t j , r P ΓpAMq, and I " pt n , ..., t 1 , rq.
Proof. The n " 1 case follows from (D.2). Suppose it holds for n´1. Let J " Iztt n u. Then
3.3. Adjoint tractors and harmonic curvature.
Theorem 3.6. Let pG Ñ M, ωq be a regular, normal parabolic geometry of type pG, P q. Fix u P G. Let s P ΓpAMq be a symmetry with spuq P g i Ă p. Let i j P Z`and t j P ΓpA´i j Mq such that i´i 1´. ..´i n ě 0 and I " pt n , ..., t 1 , sq. Then:
This fundamental property implies Theorem 3.3 as a corollary: If X P s k puq with k ą 0 and Y 1 , ..., Y k P g´1, take a symmetry s P ΓpAMq and t 1 , ..., t k P ΓpA´1Mq with spuq " X and t j puq "
The n " 0 case of Theorem 3.6 is true since s 0 puq Ă ann g 0 pκ H puqq and p`¨κ H puq " 0. For n " 1,
, pD rt 1 ,ss κ H qpuq " tt 1 , supuq¨κ H puq, so (3.5) holds for n " 1. (For |1|-graded geometries, the proof finishes here.) The general case will proceed by induction on n. However, we first introduce some notation and prove a technical lemma.
Notation: Fix q ě 0, n ě 1, and spuq P g i , i ą 0. Denote
Write a
Lemma 3.7. With notations as in Theorem 3.6, let q " i´i 1´. ..´i n ě 0. Then rIs n,q " p´1q n tIu.
We use induction on n to prove:
n " 1: Claim 1 1 is vacuous, while for Claim 2 1 , rt 1 , ss "´D s t 1 9 "´tt 1 , su was shown above. Induction hypothesis: Claims 1 n 1 , 2 n 1 hold for all n 1 ă n.
Proof of Claim 1 n : Use decreasing induction on k. For the base case k " n, use (D.4):
The last equality follows from Claim 2 n´1 : Since
Now suppose that the result holds for k`1 ď n. We will show that it holds for k.
Given an ordered subset B " pt r m , ..., t r 1 q Ă pt n , . . . , t k`1 q, consider D B v k´1 . Let n 1 :" m`k´1 ă n and q 1 :" q`ř n j"k i j´ř m a"1 i r a ě q`i k ą q. By Claim 1 n 1 and 2 n 1 , we have
For the second term of (3.7), we have by Lemma 3.5:
At u, given B Ă pt n , . . . , t k`1 q and q 1 as above, we have rB \ v k´1 s
Hence, we obtain:
For the third term of (3.7), we use the Leibniz rule D r pκpt 1 , t 2" pD r κqpt 1 , t 2 q`κpD r t 1 , t 2 qκ pt 1 , D r t 2 q. Given B as above, (3.8) implies ΠpD t r m¨¨¨D t r 1 v k´1 q 9 " 0. Since κ is horizontal, then D t κ and its further iterates are horizontal. Hence, III " D t n¨¨¨D t k`1 pκpΠpt k q, Πpv k´19 " 0. For the fourth term of (3.7), use (D.3), (3.8), and (3.6) to obtain
Thus, IV n,q " II, and we conclude
Proof of Claim 2 n : We have: We now return to proving Theorem 3.6. Assuming the induction hypothesis, we will prove it for general n. By Lemma 3.5, we have 0 "
Fixing any such A " pt r m , ..., t r 1 , sq, let n 1 " m and q 1 " i´i r 1´. ..´i r m . Lemma 3.7 implies rAs
‚ If A ‰ I, then n 1 ă n and q 1 ą q ě 0. By the induction hypothesis, 0 " tAu¨κ H . Moreover, P s n 1 ,q ‚ If A " I, then n 1 " n and q 1 " q ě 0. We have P s n,q Ă p and by the induction hypothesis, P s n,q¨κH puq " 0. (In the definition of P s n,q , we had the strict inequality k ă n. For each X j P g´i j , take the (P -equivariant) ω-constant vector field ω´1pX j q which induces a section t j P ΓpA´i j Mq.) Again by (D.7), the P s n,q terms can be ignored. Finally, we have 0
This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.6 and hence of Theorem 3.3.
3.4. The symmetry algebra is 2-jet determined. Recall that XpGq P -ΓpAMq via sending η P XpGq P to the P -equivariant function ωpηq from G to g and this corresponds to a section of AM. The following statement generalizes Proposition 2.2.
Theorem 3.8. Let G be a semisimple Lie group, P a parabolic subgroup, g " g´ν Ą ... Ą g ν the P -invariant filtration with p " g 0 . Assume that no simple ideal of g is contained in p. Let pG π Ñ M, ωq be a regular, normal geometry of type pG, P q. Let 0 ‰ ξ P infpG, ωq and X " π˚pξq. Fix u P G, x " πpuq, and ω u pξq P g
Consequently, the symmetry algebra S " π˚pinfpG, ωqq is 2-jet determined.
Proof. Part (a) is clear, so suppose i ě 0. Then j 0 x pXq " 0 is clear. Let s P ΓpAMq correspond to the symmetry ξ. By (D.8) in Lemma 3.4, D s t " rs, ts for t P ΓpAMq, so rt, sspuq " ts, tupuq. Let A " ω u pξq. As in §2.1, we introduce a grading g " g´ν ' ... ' g ν with g i " À jěi g j . Suppose 0 ď i ă ν. By Lemma 2.1, DB P g´i´1 with 0 ‰ rA, Bs P g´1zp. Pick t P ΓpA´i´1Mq with tpuq " B ‰ 0. Then rt, sspuq " ts, tupuq " rA, Bs ‰ 0. Hence, the projection Y P XpMq of the vector field corresponding to t satisfies rX, Ys| x ‰ 0 and Y| x ‰ 0, so j 1 x pXq ‰ 0. Thus, (b) is proved.
Suppose i " ν. Given any t P ΓpAMq, let B :" tpuq. Then rt, sspuq " ts, tupuq " rA, Bs P p, and so rX, Ys| x " 0. Since t (hence Y) was arbitrary, then j 1 x pXq " 0. We will now prove j 2 x pXq ‰ 0. By [8, Prop.3.1.2] , DB P g´1 with 0 ‰ rA, Bs P g ν´1 zg ν and choose any t 1 P ΓpA´1Mq with t 1 puq " B. By Lemma 2.1, DC P g´ν with 0 ‰ rC, rB, Ass P g´1zp. Choose any t 2 P ΓpAMq with t 2 puq " C. Note that rt i , sspuq " ts, t i upuq P p. Using (D.4), (D.5), (D.2) from Lemma 3.4, we have at u:
rrA, Cs, Bs " rrA, Bs, Cs since rC, Bs " 0. Thus, 0 ‰ tts, t 2 u, t 1 upuq P g´1zp. Hence, Y i P XpMq corresponding to t i satisfy rY 2 , rY 1 , Xss| x ‰ 0, with rY 1 , Xs| x " 0 and Y 2 | x ‰ 0, so j 2 x pXq ‰ 0. Remark 3.9. The result that symmetries are 2-jet determined in the |1|-graded case is classicalsee for instance [19, Sec. 1.8] ; it also follows from [3, Cor. 2.3] since the infinitesimal symmetry equation is an instance of a first BGG operator associated to the adjoint tractor bundle. In the higher-graded case, the result apparently has not been explicitly stated anywhere, but K. Neusser [31] related the prolongations of BGG operators to weighted jets of solutions, and using these tools one can similarly derive general 2-jet determinacy for symmetries. Our proof of Theorem 3.8 is completely independent of these developments. 4 . Symmetries are 1-jet determined at non-flat points 4.1. Prolongation height. Given a parabolic subalgebra p Ă g, we have an associated |ν|-grading g " g´ν ' ... ' g ν corresponding to the eigenspaces of the grading element Z. We refer to ν ě 1 as the depth of the gradation. Given an element φ in a g 0 -representation, the height of the gradation on a φ " pr g pg´, annpφqq Ă g is the maximalν "νpφq ě 0 such that 0 ‰ a φ ν Ă gν. Theorem 4.1. Let g be a real or complex simple Lie algebra, and p Ĺ g a parabolic subalgebra. Let 0 ‰ φ P H 2 pg´, gq, and a φ " pr g pg´, annpφqq. Then 0 ďνpφq ă ν, i.e. a φ ν " 0. 
r q for any 0 ď r ď ν, where φ 0 is a lowest weight vector in U µ . Thus, it suffices to study the height of a φ 0 , and structural properties thereof were established in [25, Section 3.2]. Given ℓ " rankpgq, let I p " ti | g´α i Ć pu Ă t1, ..., ℓu and define
In terms of the dual basis tZ i u to the simple roots tα j u, let Z S " ř aPS Z a for any subset S Ă t1, ..., ℓu. The grading element is Z " Z I p . Then With the above simplifications, let α P ∆pa φ 0 ν q. By (4.1),ν " Z I w pαq and Z I p zI w pαq " 0. Since α ď λ and I w Ă I p , thenν " Z I w pαq ď Z I w pλq ď Z I p pλq " ν. Thus,ν " ν only if I w " I p . We will show that this is impossible. Write w " σ j σ k P W p p2q, so j P I p and k ‰ j (by properties (P.1), (P.2) in Appendix A). Let λ " ř i r i λ i , so r i " xλ, α _ i y ě 0. By (A.1), we have xµ, α _ j y "´r j`2 pr j`1 q`pr k`1 qpc kj´2 c kj q " r j`2´p r k`1 qc kj ě 2, since c kj " xα k , α _ j y ď 0. Thus, j R I w and consequently, I w Ĺ I p andν ă ν. Now consider real g such that g C is semisimple. In [24, Sec.2], we developed analogous tools to study this case. Given any (real) g 0 -irrep U Ă H 2 pg´, gq, there exists a g C -weight µ such that the complexification of U is either W µ -W µ or W µ ' W µ (if W µ fl W µ ). For the real Lie algebra a φ , we proved in [24, Prop.1] that if φ 0 P W µ is extremal, then for k ě 0 and any 0 ‰ φ P W µ , we have:
For (i), a φ 0 will be a real Lie algebra underlying a complex one and we can use the complex case above to obtain the claimed result. For (ii), we consider the complexification g C -gˆg (where we regard g as complex on the right-hand side). Then dim R pa φ 0`φ0 k q is bounded above by 2 dim C pa φ 0 k q, where a φ 0 Ă g. Again, use the complex case above to obtain the claimed result. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
General 1-jet determinacy.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a real or complex simple Lie group, and P Ĺ G a parabolic subgroup. Then the symmetry algebra S " π˚pinfpG, ωqq of the underlying structure of any regular, normal geometry pG π Ñ M, ωq of type pG, P q is 1-jet determined at any non-flat point x P M.
Proof.
1 . Given any point symmetry X on the space J 0 pR, R m q " R m`1 pt, x 1 , . . . , x m q, we prolong it to a symmetry X p1q on the space J 1 pR, R m q " R 2m`1 pt, x 1 , . . . , x m , p 1 , . . . , p m q (which is identified with M). All symmetries X p1q are 1-jet determined, including the symmetry
This latter symmetry has isotropy in p`at 0 P M, even though the geometry is nowhere flat.
Sub-cominuscule representations
Let G be a complex simple Lie group and g " g´ν ' ... ' g ν the grading associated to a parabolic subgroup P Ĺ G. In this section, we study the G 0 -module structure of the top slot g ν . We will show that g ν is a sub-cominuscule representation and give an effective method for constructing explicit G 0 -orbit representatives.
5.1. g ν is sub-cominuscule. A fundamental weight λ j of g is cominuscule if the highest root λ " ř i m i α i of g has m j " 1. Any such weight corresponds to a minuscule variety X -G{P Ă PpUq, which is a Hermitian symmetric space (so p " p j induces a |1|-grading on g) in its minimal homogeneous embedding, i.e. U has highest weight λ j and X is the G-orbit of the highest weight line in U (the unique closed orbit). All irreducible minuscule varieties are given by
in their minimal homogeneous embeddings, e.g.
Definition 5.1. Let V be an irreducible R-module, where R is a complex reductive Lie group, and let V Ă PpV q denote the unique closed R-orbit. If the only R-orbit closures in PpV q are the secant varieties V ": Sec 1 pVq Ĺ Sec 2 pVq Ĺ ... Ĺ Sec m pVq " PpV q, then V is sub-cominuscule and V is a sub-cominuscule variety. (The R-orbits are V and Sec i pVqz Sec i´1 pVq for 2 ď i ď m.)
Note that it suffices to consider only the effective part of the R-action on PpV q. In particular, by Schur's lemma, all central elements in R act as scalars on V , so these can be ignored.
From the marked Dynkin diagram Dpg, pq, a simple recipe (see Appendix A) yields the g ss 0 -module structure on g 1 , where g ss 0 denotes the semisimple part of g 0 . For (irreducible) minuscule varieties G{P , it was observed in [28, Sec.3.3] (see Remark 3.5) that the only G 0 -orbit closures in Ppg 1 q are the secant varieties (and that this is a characterizing property of minuscule varieties). Table 1 gives the list of sub-cominuscule representations. Not all sub-cominuscule varieties are themselves minuscule (since not all embeddings are minimal), but each has an associated |1|-grading.
Consider now the general case. Let Dpg, p, λq be Dpg, pq with coefficients r i of the highest weight λ " ř i r i λ i of g inscribed over the nodes. There is a simple Dynkin diagram recipe (see Appendix Proof. For A ℓ (ℓ ě 3), λ " α 1`. ..`α ℓ " λ 1`λℓ and β " λ´α 1´αℓ "´λ 1`λ2`λℓ´1´λℓ " r λ´λ. For C ℓ (ℓ ě 2), λ " 2α 1`. ..`2α ℓ´1`αℓ " 2λ 1 and β " λ´2α 1 "´2λ 1`2 λ 2 " r λ´λ. Suppose g is not type A or C. Let j be the unique contact node, so λ " λ j . We must have β " r λ`bλ j , where b P Z. In particular, xβ, α
Since xβ, λ j y " 0, then Z j pβq " 0, so β´α j R ∆ (since β P ∆`). While β is maximal in ∆pgpλqq, it is not maximal in ∆pgq, so β`α j P ∆. The α j -string through β is β, β`α j , ..., β´bα j , so b "´1 or´2. If b "´2, then λ " β`2α j (since λ is the unique root with Z j -grading`2). Thus, xλ, α _ j y " xβ`2α j , α _ j y " b`4 " 2, so g " C ℓ , a contradiction. Hence, b "´1. Given α P ∆, define h α P h by α " Bph α ,¨q, where B is the Killing form. For gpλq, take:
‚ r h " h X gpλq " spanth α i | xλ, α i y " 0u " spanth α i | i R I c u to be the Cartan subalgebra. ‚ r α i " α i | r h , i R I c to be the simple roots.
‚ r λ i " λ i | r h , i R I c to be the fundamental weights.
Using Proposition 5.4 and the known highest weights for simple Lie algebras (Table 5) , we can immediately write any maximal β P ∆pgpλqq in terms of the fundamental weights of g. The following is similar to Kostant's cascade of orthogonal roots [21] , but is restricted to the top part of the grading.
Definition 5.5. The top-slot orthogonal cascade (TSOC) is an ordered sequence tβ 1 , β 2 , ...u Ă ∆pg ν q, where β 1 " λ is the highest root of g, and
Example 5.6 (C ℓ {P ℓ´1 ). Here ν " 2. Using Proposition 5.4 and Table 5 , we obtain the TSOC:
By Lemma 5.8(ii) below, there is a unique maximal root in (5.2) at each step. Now our main result in this section is:
Theorem 5.7. Let G be a complex simple Lie group, P Ĺ G a parabolic subgroup, and g " g´ν ' ... ' g ν the associated grading. Representative elements of the G 0 -orbits in Ppg ν q are given in terms of the TSOC tβ 1 , β 2 , β 3 , ...u Ă ∆pg ν q as the projectivization of the elements e β 1 , e β 1`e β 2 , e β 1`e β 2`e β 3 , ..., The proof will follow from two lemmas. Given a parabolic subalgebra p Ĺ g, apply the following recipe: Remove all contact nodes of g from Dpg, pq, then remove all cross-free connected components. This gives a diagram D 0 λ pg, pq corresponding to an ideal l p pλq Ă gpλq. (All other ideals of gpλq lie in g 0 . We will be interested in those that intersect g ν non-trivially.) Let ppλq " l p pλq X p and denote by L p pλq, P pλq the connected subgroups of G corresponding to l p pλq, ppλq. Proof. Note that T 0 pg ss 0 , λq " H if and only if I p contains all contact nodes of g. In this case, g ν is 1-dimensional and so ∆pgpλqq X ∆pg ν q " H. So let us suppose T 0 pg ss 0 , λq ‰ H below. For β P ∆pg ν q, we have λ`β R ∆ always, so the orthogonality condition xλ, βy " 0 is equivalent to λ´β R ∆pg 0 q, i.e. the β-string through λ is trivial. This statement depends only on (the effective part of) the g ss 0 -module structure on g ν , which is sub-cominuscule. Similarly, T 0 pg ss 0 , λq only depends on the same restricted structure. Thus, in proving the first statement, we may without loss of generality suppose that G{P is irreducible minuscule, so ν " 1.
0 . Given that ν " 1, we must have G{P -A ℓ {P 1 and λ " α 1`. ..`α ℓ . Any β P ∆pg 1 q is of the form β " α 1`. ..`α k for some 1 ď k ď ℓ, so λ´β P ∆ for λ ‰ β, i.e. xλ, βy ‰ 0. Thus, ∆pgpλqq X ∆pg 1 q " H. Now suppose H ‰ T 0 pg ss 0 , λq f¨1 0 0 0 . Table 2 gives λ and β P ∆pg 1 q such that λ´β R ∆ and hence xλ, βy " 0. Thus, ∆pgpλqq X ∆pg 1 q ‰ H and hence the first statement is proven.
For the proof of (i) and (ii), consider again the case of general ν. Suppose (i) is false. When 
G{P
Range λ in root notation β " max ∆pl p pλqq L p pλq{P pλq Table 2 . Maximal root orthogonal to the highest root: |1|-graded case Lemma 5.9. We have ∆pgpλqq X ∆pg ν q ‰ H if and only if Ppg ν q contains at least two G 0 -orbits. In this case, if β P ∆pgpλqq is the highest root, then (i) β lies in the W p -orbit of λ, where W p is the Weyl group of G 0 . Thus, re β s P V :" G 0 re λ s.
(ii) re λ s and re λ`eβ s lie in different G 0 -orbits, namely V and Sec 2 pVqzV respectively, and these have different dimensions. In both cases, there is a single G 0 -orbit in Ppg 1 q. Now suppose ∆pgpλqq X ∆pg 1 q ‰ H. We will prove (i) and (ii), from which the first claim follows. For B ℓ {P 1 and D ℓ {P 1 , (i) is immediate since α 1 " min ∆pg 1 q is g 0 -extremal. For other cases, we give w P W p such that β " wpλq:
A ℓ {P k : p1ℓq; C ℓ {P ℓ : p1q; D ℓ {P ℓ : p2132q; E 6 {P 6 : p243542q; E 7 {P 7 : p13425431q.
Now consider (ii). We have
where Q is a parabolic subgroup of G ss 0 . Letting l " g ss 0 , Q induces a |1|-grading l " l´1 ' l 0 ' l 1 with q " l ě0 . Since l´1 is abelian, then exppxq¨e λ " pid`ad x qpe λ q " e λ`r x, e λ s, @x P l´1.
Assuming re λ`eβ s P G 0 re λ s, we must have rx, e λ s P g β for some x P l´1. Hence, Dγ P ∆pl´1q such that λ`γ " β, so λ´β P ∆pl 1 q. Clearly λ`β R ∆, and xλ, βy " 0 by assumption, so the β-string through λ is trivial. Hence, λ´β R ∆, a contradiction. This proves (ii).
Given pg, p, λq, we apply Lemma 5.8 to construct the TSOC iteratively. The parabolic in G stabilizing re λ s yields a contact grading (see Remark 5.3) . Its intersection with G ss 0 is a parabolic subgroup that yields a secondary grading,
(Note that g 0,2 " 0 since λ is the unique root with contact grading +2.) Let β " max ∆pl p pλqq Ă ∆pg ν,0 q. We now apply Lemma 5.8 to pl p pλq, ppλq, βq. (Note that l p pλq " g ss ,0 and ppλq " pg ss ,0 q ě0 .) By Lemma 5.9(ii), re λ`eβ s lies in Sec 2 pVqzV.
Similarly, the parabolic in L p pλq yields stabilizing re β s yields a contact grading. Its intersection with G ss 0,0 is a parabolic subgroup that yields a tertiary grading, g ν,0 " g ν,0,0 ' g ν,0,1 ' g ν,0,2 , β P ∆pg ν,0,2 q, g 0,0 " g 0,0,´1 ' g 0,0,0 ' g 0,0,1 .
The third element of the TSOC will be γ P ∆pg ν,0,0 q and by Lemma 5.9(i), re γ s P V. Note rg 0,´1 , e λ s Ă g ν,1 , rg 0,´1 , e β s " 0, and rg 0,0,´1 , e β s Ă g ν,0,1 . Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.9(ii), e λ`eβ`eγ R G 0¨p e λ`eβ q`G 0¨eλ .
Thus, re λ`eβ`eγ s lies in Sec 3 pVqz Sec 2 pVq. Continuing in a similar fashion, the sequence (5. For any α P ∆, define H α P h by αpHq " BpH, H α q, where B is the Killing form of g. We have the standard relation xα, βy " BpH α , H β q " αpH β q " βpH α q. Letting α P ∆`and defining h α " 2 xα,αy H α , we can choose root vectors e´α P g´α and e α P g α such that te α , h α , e´αu is a standard sl 2 -triple [18, p.143] . We have αph β q " xα, β _ y. Now let p Ĺ g be a parabolic subalgebra. We will identify the semisimple element H for each element E of the sequence (5.4) associated to the TSOC.
Lemma 5.11. Suppose that tβ 1 , ..., β m u Ă ∆pg ν q is the TSOC. For any 1 ď j ď m, we have the standard sl 2 -triple tE j , H j , F j u given by
..`e´β j Proof. For 1 ď a ‰ b ď j, β a`βb R ∆ since both are in the top-slot. Since xβ a , β b y " 0, then β a´βb R ∆, so rE j , F j s " H j . Also, rh β a , e β b s " β b ph β a qe β b " xβ b , β _ a ye β b " 0, so rH j , E j s " 2E j and similarly, rH j , F j s "´2F j .
Definition 5.12. We refer to tH j u m j"1 as the H-sequence for the TSOC tβ 1 , ..., β m u Ă ∆pg ν q. Let tZ i u Ă h be the dual basis to the simple roots tα i u Ă h˚. Given α "
By Lemma 5.9, the TSOC is contained in a single W p -orbit, so xβ j , β j y " xλ, λy for 1 ď j ď m, where λ is the highest weight of g.
Normalize x¨,¨y so that all short simple roots α i satisfy xα i , α i y " 2. Hence, from the extended Dynkin diagram, we see that xλ, λy is 2 in type ADE, 4 in type BCF, and 6 in type G.
It is straightforward to verify that
Example 5.14 (B ℓ {P ℓ ).
" λ ℓ´1 , ℓ odd; 2λ ℓ , ℓ even gives the TSOC. Since α ℓ is the only short root, the H-sequence is H j " Z 2j for 1 ď j ď t ℓ 2 u.
In fact, the construction of the H-sequence is even simpler:
Corollary 5.15. Let tH j u m j"1 be the H-sequence for the TSOC tβ 1 , ..., β m u Ă ∆pg ν q. Then H j is obtained from the j-th step of the Dynkin diagram sequence for the TSOC by forming its highest weight, regarding it as a weight of g (see discussion preceding Definition 5.5), and using (5.6). In particular, H j " ř i t ji Z i has t ji P Z ě0 . Proof. By Proposition 5.4, a cascade of cancellations occurs when forming the sum β 1`. ..`β j and this sum corresponds to the highest weight at the j-th step of the Dynkin diagram sequence.
5.4.
Top-slot orbits for Yamaguchi-nonrigid geometries. A regular, normal parabolic geometry of type pG, P q is Yamaguchi-rigid if H 2 pg´, gq " 0. In this case, κ H " 0 and the geometry is flat. Yamaguchi [35, 36] identified all non-rigid geometries (which we refer to as Yamaguchinonrigid) when G is complex simple. The further requirement that the top-slot Ppg ν q contain more than one G 0 -orbit is restrictive: Proposition 5.16. Let G be a complex simple Lie group, P Ĺ G a parabolic subgroup, and g " g´ν ' ... ' g ν the associated grading. Suppose that:
(1) regular, normal parabolic geometries of type pG, P q are Yamaguchi-nonrigid, and (2) there are at least two G 0 -orbits in the top-slot Ppg ν q. Then G{P fl A ℓ {P 1 is either |1|-graded or in the following list:
Proof. Aside from parabolic contact geometries (whose top slot is trivial) and |1|-graded geometries, Yamaguchi's non-rigid list contains only those in [25, Ñ M, ωq of type pG, P q, let 0 ‰ ξ P infpG, ωq. Fix x P M and any u P π´1pxq. If X " π˚pξq vanishes at x, then 0 ‰ E :" ω u pξq P p. If moreover E P p`, then the symmetry X vanishes to higher order. The existence of such symmetries is often a strong restriction on the given geometry.
By Jacobson-Morozov, we can complete E to a standard sl 2 -triple tE, H, F u satisfying (5.5). Consider the following criteria due toČap and Melnick [5] : (CM.1) the element H belongs to g 0 ; (CM.2) H has non-positive spectrum as an endomorphism of g´, the generalized eigenspace for eigenvalues with real part zero is Cǵ pEq " tX P g´| rX, Es " 0u, and ad H | Cǵ pEq " 0; (CM.3) H acts semisimply on H 2 pg´, gq and all its eigenvalues are non-negative.
We refer to [5, Cor. 2.14] (see also [6, Prop.2.2]) for the following:
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that a symmetry X ‰ 0 vanishes at x P M to higher order and conditions (CM.1-3) hold. With notations as above, denote v " π˚pω´1 u pFP T x M. Suppose that κ H pxq " 0.
Then there exists a distinguished curve γ : p´ǫ,`ǫq Ñ M, γp0q " x, γ 1 p0q " v, which is preserved by the flow of X and on which it acts by projective transformations. Denoting γ`" γpp0,`ǫqq Ă M there exists a neighborhood U of γ`,Ū Q x, on which the geometry is flat.
The curve γ is the projection of the flow of the vector field ω´1pF q through the point u. By Theorem 1.2, the hypothesis κ H pxq " 0 is fulfilled if G is simple, X ‰ 0 and j 1 x pXq " 0. 6.2. 2-jet determined symmetries. Fix x P M and any u P π´1pxq. Let ξ P infpG, ωq be such that 0 ‰ E :" ω u pξq P g ν (top-slot). Since the choice of u P π´1pxq is irrelevant, it suffices to consider G 0 -orbit representatives 0 ‰ E P g ν . In terms of the TSOC tβ 1 , ..., β m u Ă ∆pg ν q, these representatives are given by E 1 , ..., E m (see Theorem 5.7 and Lemma 5.11).
Take the corresponding H-sequence
But β i`α R ∆ (since β i are in the top-slot) and the α-string through β i , namely β i`n α,´p ď n ď 0, satisfies p " xβ i , α _ y ě 0 (hence, xα, β _ i y ě 0). Thus, H j has non-positive spectrum on g´. Since xα, β i y ě 0, then e´α lies in the zero eigenspace for H j if and only if α P tβ 1 , ..., β j u K . This gives precisely Cǵ pH j q and adpH j q restricted here is zero. Thus, (CM.2) are satisfied for H j .
Since the H-sequence is contained in h, then H j acts semisimply on H 2 pg´, gq. All g 0 -weights of H 2 pg´, gq are obtained from the lowest weight µ by adding roots in ∆`pg 0 q. By Corollary 5.15, H j has non-negative integral coefficients when expressed as a linear combination of the Z i , so αpH j q ě 0 for any α P ∆`pg 0 q. Thus, (CM.3) reduces to verifying that:
For any lowest g 0 -weight µ of H 2 pg´, gq, we have µpH j q ě 0.
Corollary 6.2. Given any regular, normal parabolic geometry pG π Ñ M, ωq of type pG, P q, let ξ P infpG, ωq. Fix x P M, u P π´1pxq and suppose that 0 ‰ E :" ωpξ u q P g ν , so E is in the G 0 -orbit of some element E j associated to the H-sequence for the TSOC (see Lemma 5.11) . If (CM.3') holds, then the geometry is flat on an open set U Ă M with x P U . Example 6.3 (C ℓ {P ℓ´1 and B ℓ {P ℓ ). Table 3 . Data associated with |1|-graded geometries (with G simple)
We note that these results were established (using a different approach) in [29, Cor. 4 .2] (see also further discussion in §7.3) with the exception of E 6 {P 6 and E 7 {P 7 cases. (In the real case, these Table  B .4 of [8] . Note that the Bourbaki simple root ordering was not followed there.)
For projective geometry (A ℓ {P 1 ), there is only a single orbit. For conformal geometry (B ℓ {P 1 and D ℓ {P 1 ) in any signature, the openness condition can be omitted since H 1 pµq ě 0.
C-projective geometry is a real geometry with type SLpℓ`1, Cq R {P , where P is the stabilizer of a complex line. (Here, g C is not simple.) The complexification is of type A ℓ {P 1ˆA ℓ 1 {P 1 1 . (Use primes to denote the second factor.) There is only a single G 0 -orbit in Ppg 1 q " CP ℓ . In pg 1 q C , we can use the representative element H 1 " Z 1`Zℓ`Z 1 1`Z ℓ 1 . There are three irreducible components of H 2 pg´, gq. (See [4] and see [24, Table 1 ] for the (minus) lowest weights expressed in weight notation.) Evaluating H 1 on all lowest weights, we verify (CM.3').
6.4. Non-Yamaguchi-rigid, torsion-free parabolic geometries. Theorem 6.5. Let pG π Ñ M, ωq be any Yamaguchi-nonrigid, torsion-free (regular, normal) parabolic geometry of type pG, P q, where G is simple. Let 0 ‰ ξ P infpG, ωq with X " π˚pξq having vanishing 1-jet at some x P M. Then the geometry is flat on an open set U Ă M with x P U .
Proof. The classification of Yamaguchi-nonrigid, torsion-free geometries is given in Appendix B. We give the corresponding data in Table 4 . The following |1|-graded geometries were excluded since they are given in Table 3 :
In all cases, all elements of the H-sequence for the TSOC act with a non-negative eigenvalue on the lowest weight of H 2 pg´, gq.
r1, 2,´2, ...,´2,´2,´1s ℓ ě 3 P 1,2 4 1´p21q r1, 2,´2, ...,´2,´2,´1s Table 4 . Data associated with Yamaguchi-nonrigid, torsion-free, non-|1|-graded parabolic geometries 6.5. General geometries.
Theorem 6.6. Let G be a real or complex simple Lie group, P Ĺ G a parabolic subgroup, and g " g´ν ' ... ' g ν the associated grading. In the real case, require that g C be simple. Suppose that: (i) pG π Ñ M, ωq is a regular, normal parabolic geometry of type pG, P q, except for:
i.e. require the component of κ H corresponding to the indicated w P W p p2q to be trivial. (ii) there exists 0 ‰ ξ P infpG, ωq such that at some u P G, ω u pξq lies in the open G 0 -orbit of g ν .
(In particular, the 1-jet of X " π˚pξq vanishes at x " πpuq P M.) Then the geometry is flat on an open neighbourhood U Ă M withŪ Q x.
Proof. It suffices to consider Yamaguchi-nonrigid geometries. Let m be the number of G 0 -orbits in Ppg ν q. Since ω u pξq lies in the open orbit, we need to verify that H m pµq ě 0 for µ "´w¨λ when w " pjkq P W p p2q and Zpµq ą 0. All such w are in [25, . From (A.1), we have
‚ m ą 1: The |1|-graded cases are complete, so it remains to consider the pG, P q and H m in the table in Proposition 5.16. Aside from the listed exceptions, we verify H m pµq ě 0 directly. ‚ m " 1: From Section 5.3, H 1 " ř iPI c Z i and hence H 1 pλq " 2. If j P I c (contact node), then r j ě 1 and H 1 pµq ě 0 (since c kj ď 0). This is the case for all parabolic contact geometries. Similarly, if k is a contact node, then H 1 pµq ě 0.
Suppose that neither j nor k is a contact node, so H 1 pµq ă 0. However, a quick scan through [25, yields no such pG, P q satisfying m " 1.
Thus, H m pµq ě 0 has been verified, and the result follows.
In particular, geometries with precisely one G 0 -orbit in Ppg ν q satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.6. These include projective structures (A ℓ {P 1 ), 2nd order ODE (systems) (A ℓ {P 1,2 ), p2, 3, 5q-distributions pG 2 {P 1 q, p3, 6q-distributions pB 3 {P 3 q, parabolic contact structures, and many torsionfree geometries from Theorem 6.5 -see Table 4 . The case of parabolic contact structures essentially follows from [5] .
Discussion and outlook
Let us discuss some results and conjectures, related to the subject of this paper.
7.1. Non-flat points. For parabolic geometries, the local vanishing of the full curvature κ is equivalent to the local vanishing of the harmonic curvature κ H . Fixing a point x P M, the vanishing of κ at x implies the vanishing of κ H at x, but the converse is not true. Consequently, it is natural to ask whether our notion of a non-flat point x, defined to mean κ H pxq ‰ 0, used in the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 can be weakened to mean κpxq ‰ 0 instead. Indeed, the statement 0 ‰ X P S, j 1 x X " 0 ñ κpxq " 0 (7.1) follows from [29, Thm.1.1] for irreducible (|1|-graded) parabolic geometries. We conjecture that (7.1) holds for any parabolic geometry of type pG, P q with G simple.
While κ makes sense for any Cartan geometry, κ H may not having meaning. The study of the validity of (7.1) outside the parabolic setting would also be worthwhile.
7.2.
Higher order fixed points. Example 4.3 (coming from [25] ) exhibits an instance of a nonflat geometry with a higher-order fixed point. Nevertheless, the prolongation-rigidity results of [25] imply that if 0 ‰ φ P H 2 pg´, gq (in particular, if φ " κ H puq ‰ 0), then the Tanaka prolongation algebra a φ (see Section 3.1) will often have trivial positive part. 5 For such geometries, we anticipate that the existence of a higher-order fixed point (not necessarily only those whose isotropy is in the top-slot) would imply rigidity results, i.e. vanishing of κ on U withŪ Q x. A similar combination of the techniques developed here together with those ofČap-Melnick and Melnick-Neusser should prove useful in this study.
7.3. Isolation of critical points. Another important aspect considered in [5] is the isolation of higher order fixed points of an automorphism (critical points of a symmetry). While the rigidity criterion considered in §6.1 was only sufficient (for 1-jet determinacy of symmetries at a critical point), their criterion for such a critical point being smoothly isolated is both necessary and sufficient. Our results allow us to efficiently assess this criterion for symmetries with vanishing 1-jet.
If E " ω u pξq P p is the isotropy of the symmetry X " π˚pξq at x P M, then by [5, Proposition 2.5] the dimension of the set of critical points of the same isotropy type is equal to the dimension of the centralizer Cǵ pEq " tX P g´| rX, Es " 0u. In particular, the fixed point x is smoothly isolated if and only if Cǵ pEq " 0. The space Cǵ pEq for G 0 -conjugacy classes of elements in g ν was described in §6.2. In particular, if β 1 , ..., β m is the TSOC, consider E j " e β 1`. ..`e β j as in Lemma 5.11. Then X P Cǵ pE j q if and only if X is a sum of root vectors e´α with α P ∆pg`q X tβ 1 , ..., β j u K . (Since β i P g ν , then β i`α R ∆. Thus, from root strings, β i´α R ∆ if and only if xβ i , αy " 0.) Hence, Cǵ pE j q ‰ 0 for j ă m, but Cǵ pE m q can be either zero (as in C ℓ {P ℓ´1 , see Example 5.13) or nonzero (as in C ℓ {P ℓ´1,ℓ , for example). When j " m, Lemma 5.8 indicates that α R ∆pg ν q.
For |1|-graded geometries, this forces α P ∆pg 0 q and Cǵ pE m q " 0. Hence, smooth isolation of the fixed point is equivalent to having isotropy in the open G 0 -orbit of g 1 . In view of this, our Theorem 6.4 and [29, Prop. 4.1] become equivalent. In [29, Prop. 4.5] , the authors also treat the case when the isotropy lies in the minimal G 0 -orbit (using different techniques).
7.4.
Linearization of symmetries at fixed points. For several geometries all symmetries are proved linearizable around fixed points, provided the geometry is not locally flat (clearly 1-jet determinacy is a necessary condition for linearization). This always happens by Bochner's technique in the case the action of the transformation group is proper, see [2] and the recent survey [17] .
This also happens, due to Obata-Ferrand theorem and its local versions, for Riemannian, Lorentzian and partially for general pseudo-Riemannian conformal structures, see [15, 16] . Namely, if the structure rgs is not locally conformally flat near x P M and a conformal symmetry X vanishes at x, then (in the general pseudo-Riemannian case, under the additional assumption that the generated local group acts semisimply) this vector field is linearizable.
Similarly, for an analytic Levi-nondegenerate hypersurface-type CR-structure that is non-spherical at x, a holomorphic field X vanishing at x is necessarily linearizable by Ezhov's theorem [13] . There are even stronger statements that the whole stability group is linearizable in the pseudoconvex [26] , Lorentzian [13] and some other cases (but this does not hold for all Levi-signatures [14] ).
Supported by these and some other examples, one might expect that for a non-flat parabolic geometry of type pG, P q (with G simple), any symmetry X could be proved linearizable around each fixed point x. This is however not true -our Example 4.3 yields a counterexample: Proposition 7.1. The symmetry S p1q for the submaximally symmetric path geometry given in Example 4.3 is 1-jet determined, yet it is not linearizable around the fixed point 0.
Proof. We consider the case n " 2 for simplicity of exposition (no restriction of generality). Then M " R 5 pxq, x " pt, x 1 , x 2 , p 1 , p 2 q, and
At 0, the linear part is the vector field ℓ S p1q " x 1 B p 1`x 2 B p 2 . To conjugate S p1q to ℓ S p1q consider a coordinate transformation Ψpxq " x`q 2 pxq`. . . , where q 2 is the quadratic part and we do not indicate the higher order terms. The inverse transformation has the form Ψ´1pxq " x´q 2 pxq`. . . , and it is straightforward to check that whatever q 2 is, the term t 2 in the B t -component of S p1q is not affected in the pushforward Ψ˚S p1q . Consequently the field S p1q is not even formally linearizable.
7.5. Dimension of the stability group. Here we discuss applications of jet-determination to the description of admissible dimensions of stability groups (or infinitesimally, isotropy algebras), which is closely related to the problem of classifying geometric structures with large symmetry [25, 17] . Below we will consider only real parabolic geometries of type pG, P q with G C " SLp3, Cq. E. Cartan [9] proved that for a Levi-nondegenerate analytic hypersurface M 3 Ă C 2 , the stability group at a non-umbilic point is finite and has at most two elements. Beloshapka [1] strengthened this by proving that at any non-spherical point, the stability group has dimension either 0 or 1.
The split-form counterpart to CR-geometry in dimension 3 is the geometry of scalar 2nd order ODE y 2 " F px, y, y 1 q modulo point transformations, studied by S. Lie, R. Liouville, A. Tresse and E. Cartan (see the survey [22] ). This is the underlying structure for an SLp3, Rq{P 1,2 geometry. Flatness of this geometry is equivalent to point trivializability of the ODE. Symmetries are vector fields on M 3 " J 1 pR, Rq (with coordinates x " px, y, pq) prolonged from J 0 pR, Rq " R 2 (with coordinates px, yq) that preserve the pair of line fields xB x`p B y`F px, y, pqB p y and xB p y. Proof. For G{P " SLp3, Rq{P 1,2 , we have a contact gradation on g, while p " g 0 ' g 1 ' g 2 has dimensions p2, 2, 1q. Let pG Ñ M, ωq correspond to the ODE geometry on M. From the discussion in Section 3.1, fixing u P π´1pxq, we can regard the isotropy algebra as a graded subalgebra k " s ě0 Ă p.
By the jet-determination result Theorem 6.6, we have kXg 2 " 0, so k Ă g 0 'g 1 . Since rg 1 , g 1 s " g 2 , then k X g 1 is at most 1-dimensional.
Assume dimpk X g 0 q " 2. Then the grading element Z P k. We shall deduce that the geometry is locally flat around point x. Since s 0 (in particular, Z) annihilates κ H pxq, we must have κ H pxq " 0. Let Z P XpMq be the symmetry corresponding to Z. This vector field has a critical point at x with the spectrum of its linear part t´1,´1,´2u. Thus, x is an asymptotically stable sink for Z. Now κ H is constant along the flow of Z that has the attractor at x. Hence, by continuity κ H vanishes in a neighborhood of x, which contradicts the assumption. Thus, dimpk X g 0 q ď 1.
Thus, dim k P t0, In each of these cases, the projective symmetry algebra agrees with the isotropy algebra at 0. (Again, 0 is not a regular point.) Since 3 is the well-known submaximal symmetry dimension, we conclude that 3 is the maximal isotropy algebra dimension for non-flat 2-dimensional projective structures. Moreover, isotropy algebras of dimension 0, 1, 2, or 3 are all realizable.
Using the same ideas, further results on dimensions of the isotropy algebras for other geometries can be obtained, but this lies outside the scope of this paper.
Appendix A. Dynkin diagram recipes and Kostant's theorem Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra with Borel subalgebra b, Cartan subalgebra h, simple roots tα i u Ă h˚, dual basis tZ i u Ă h, coroots α _ i " 2α i xα i ,α i y , and fundamental weights tλ i u Ă h˚. Let x¨,¨y be the symmetric bilinear form on h˚induced from the Killing form B on g. Let:
‚ Dpgq be the corresponding Dynkin diagram. ‚ Given a parabolic subalgebra b Ď p Ĺ g with corresponding index set I p , let Dpg, pq be the marked diagram obtained by putting crosses on Dpgq corresponding to I p . ‚ Given a weight µ P h˚, inscribe the coefficient r i " xµ, α _ i y on the i-th node of Dpgq or Dpg, pq. Denote this by Dpg, µq or Dpg, p, µq respectively. Its support consists of all connected components containing at least one nonzero coefficient over a node. This will be denoted by using 0 as a superscript on the previous diagram. Let g " g´ν ' ... ' g ν be the grading induced by Z " ř Since pg´1q˚-g 1 , we apply the duality involution 6 to the g ss 0 irreps in g´1 to obtain the g ss 0 -decomposition for g 1 . Now suppose that g is simple and λ its highest weight, given below. The extended Dynkin diagram r Dpgq augments Dpgq by a single node corresponding to´λ and corresponding bonds. Refer to the node(s) adjacent to´λ as the contact node(s). Equivalently, if λ " ř i r i λ i , these are nodes j for which r j ‰ 0. (See Table 5 .) Mark these on Dpg, λq with a˛.
(R.6) Simple roots orthogonal to λ: All nodes in Dpgq other than those marked with˛. (R.7) The subalgebra gpλq Ă g: Remove all˛from Dpg, λq to obtain a diagram D λ pg, pq.
(Equivalently, if q Ă g is the parabolic subalgebra corresponding to crossing all˛, then gpλq is the semisimple part of q.) (R.8) The ideal l p pλq Ă gpλq: From D λ pg, pq, remove all cross-free connected components to obtain D 0 λ pg, pq corresponding to an ideal l p pλq Ă gpλq. (All other ideals of gpλq lie in g 0 .) Let ppλq " l p pλq X p.
Using Lemma 5.8, we obtain the following recipe (see also Example 5.10):
(R.9) Top-slot orthogonal cascade:
(a) Start with Dpg, p, λq, where g is simple, p Ĺ g is parabolic, and λ " max ∆pgq. Remove all˛. Remove all connected components without crosses. Result: Dpl p pλq, ppλqq. Now iterate using Dpl p pλq, ppλq, µq for the new Dpg, p, λq, where µ " max ∆pl p pλqq. (b) For each diagram of the sequence produced in (a), write the highest root (use Table 5 ).
Write the corresponding root in the initial g by putting a zero coefficient for all nodes that carried a˛in the previous steps.
By Kostant' s version of the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem [8, 20] , the g 0 -irreps U µ Ă H 2 pg´, gq are parametrized by the length two elements w P W p p2q of the Hasse diagram W p , which is a distinguished subset of the Weyl group W of g. Let σ i denote the simple reflections in W , defined by σ i pαq " α´xα, α _ i yα i . Then all w P W p p2q are of the form w " pjkq :" σ j˝σk , where (P.1) j P I p (i.e. a crossed node), and (P.2) j ‰ k with either k P I p or k is adjacent to j in the Dynkin diagram of g.
The submodule U µ Ă H 2 pg´, gq has lowest g 0 -weight µ "´w¨λ, where¨denotes the affine action of W . By [8, Prop. 3.2.14 (1)], w¨0 "´α j´σj pα k q. If λ " ř i r i λ i (so r i " xλ, α _ i y) then µ "´w¨λ "´wpλq´w¨0 "´σ j pλ´r k α k q`α j`σj pα k q (A.1) "´λ`pr j`1 qα j`p r k`1 qpα k´ckj α j q, where c kj " xα k , α _ j y are entries of the Cartan matrix. Using the natural g 0 -module isomorphism between H 2 pg´, gq and kerplq Ă Ź 2 g˚b g, where l is the Kostant Laplacian, Kostant identified the following lowest g 0 -weight vector for U´w¨λ:
e α j^e σ j pα k q b e wp´λq , (A. 2) where e γ denotes a root vector corresponding to the root γ P ∆. Since λ P ∆, then wp´λq P ∆.
Appendix B. Classification of Yamaguchi-nonrigid, torsion-free parabolic geometries
For any regular, normal parabolic geometry of type pG, P q, the harmonic curvature κ H takes values in H 2 pg´, gq. The geometry is Yamaguchi-rigid if H 2 pg´, gq " 0. All such geometries are automatically flat. In the non-rigid case, the geometry is torsion-free if the curvature κ takes values in the P -submodule Ź 2 p`b p Ă Ź 2 p`b g. We will prove the following classification result.
Theorem B.1. Let G be a complex simple Lie group. All Yamaguchi-nonrigid, torsion-free (regular, normal) parabolic geometries of type pG, P q are given by:
G Range P w P W p Description of some real forms A ℓ ℓ ě 2 P 1 p12q projective structures ℓ ě 3 P 2 p21q p2, ℓ´1q-Segré structures ℓ ě 2 P 1,2 p21q torsion-free second order ODE system in pℓ´1q-dep. vars ℓ ě 3 P 1,ℓ p1ℓq integrable Legendrian contact structures B ℓ ℓ ě 2 P 1 p12q odd-dimensional conformal structures B 2´P1,2 p12q scalar 3rd order ODE with vanishing Wünschman invariant B 3´P3 p32q p3, 6q-distributions C ℓ ℓ ě 2 P 1 p12q contact projective structure ℓ ě 3 P 2 p21q split quaternionic contact structure ℓ ě 3 P Thus, it suffices to study the case Zpwp´λqq " 0. The rank 2 cases are easily settled by hand: B 2 {P 2 " C 2 {P 1 and G 2 {P 1 are the only cases with Zpwp´λqq " 0. So let ℓ :" rankpGq ě 3.
Since λ " ř a r a λ a is a dominant integral weight, then r a :" xλ, α _ a y P Z ě0 . (Indeed r a P t0, 1, 2u always.) Hence, for w " pjkq P W p p2q, wpλq " σ j σ k pλq " σ j pλ´r k α k q " λ´r j α j´rk pα k´ckj α j q " λ´pr j´rk c kj qα j´rk α k .
Since j P I p , then Zpα j q " 1, so Zpwp´λqq " 0 if and only if
Zpλq " r j´rk c kj`rk Zpα k q. (B.2) Since I p ‰ H, then Zpλq ě |I p | ě 1, so r j " r k " 0 is impossible. Thus, r j ě 1 or r k ě 1. If r a ě 1, node a will be referred to as a contact node. An important property is: (P.3) If g is not of type A, there is a unique contact node a and we have Z a pλq " 2. If g is of type C, then r a " 2, and otherwise r a " 1. Using (P.1), (P.2) (from Appendix A), and (P.3), we extract the implications of (B.2).
(1) r j ě 1 . (j is a contact node) ‚ Type A: Since λ " λ 1`λℓ , then we may assume j " 1, so r j " 1 and Z j pλq " 1.
-If r k ě 1, then k " ℓ ě 3, r k " 1, c kj " 0, and k P I p . Thus, (B.2) implies Zpλq " 2. Since λ " α 1`. ..`α ℓ with j, k P I p , then G{P " A ℓ {P 1,ℓ . -Otherwise, if r k " 0, then (B.2) implies Zpλq " 1, so G{P " A ℓ {P 1 . ‚ Other types: We must have r k " 0, so (B.2) implies Zpλq " r j .
-Type C: Since λ " 2λ 1 " 2α 1`. ..`2α ℓ´1`αℓ , then j " 1, r j " 2, and Zpλq " Z j pλq " 2. Thus, G{P " C ℓ {P 1 . -Not type A,C: r j " 1, so Zpλq " 1 forces |I p | " 1. However, since j is the contact node, then Z j pλq " 2, so Zpλq " r j is impossible.
(2) r j " 0 and r k ě 1 . (k is a contact node) ‚ Type A: We may assume k " 1, so r k " 1 and (B.2) implies Zpλq " Zpα k q´c kj .
-c kj " 0: Then I p Ą tj, ku, so 2 ď Zpλq " Zpα k q ď 1, a contradiction.
-c kj ‰ 0: 2 " j P I p and c kj "´1. If k R I p , then Zpα k q " 0 and G{P " A ℓ {P 2 . If k P I p , then Zpα k q " 1 and G{P " A ℓ {P 1,2 . ‚ Type C: k " 1, r k " 2, and (B.2) implies Zpλq " 2Zpα 1 q´2c 1j .
-j ‰ 2: c 1j " 0, so 1 ď Zpλq " 2Zpα 1 q implies 1 P I p and Zpλq " 2. Since λ " 2p ř ℓ´1 i"1 α i q`α ℓ , then I p " t1u. But j P I p , so j " k " 1, a contradiction. -j " 2: c 1j "´1, so Zpλq " 2`2Zpα 1 q. If 1 R I p , then G{P " C ℓ {P 2 . If 1 P I p , then G{P " C ℓ {P 1,2 . ‚ Not type A,C: By (P.3), r k " 1 and Z k pλq " 2, so (B.2) implies Zpλq "´c kj`Z pα k q.
-k P I p : Since j P I p , Z j pλq ě 1, so 3 ď Z j pλq`Z k pλq ď Zpλq " 1´c kj . Since ℓ " rankpGq ě 3, then G must be doubly-laced with c kj "´2 and Zpλq " 3. Type B: r k " 1 and c kj "´2 implies k " 2 and j " ℓ " 3. But then Zpλq ě Z 2 pλq`Z 3 pλq ě 4 (since λ " α 1`2 α 2`2 α 3 ), a contradiction. Type F: r k " 1 so k " 1, but then c kj ‰´2, a contradiction. -k R I p : Here, (B.2) implies Zpλq "´c kj with k the unique contact node.
Type B: k " 2 and λ " α 1`2 p ř ℓ i"2 α i q. If c kj "´1, then Zpλq " Z j pλq " 1, so G{P is B ℓ {P 1 . Otherwise, if c kj "´2, then G{P " B 3 {P 3 . Type D: k " 2 and λ " α 1`2 p ř ℓ´2 i"2 α i q`α ℓ´1`αℓ , so G{P " D ℓ {P 1 . Type E: Zpλq "´c kj " 1, so G ‰ E 8 . For E 6 , k " 2 and j " 1, but then c kj " 0. For E 7 , k " 1 and j " 7, but then c kj " 0. Both are contradictions. Type F: k " 1, so j " 2, and 3 " Z 2 pλq ď Zpλq " 1, a contradiction.
